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Abstract

Video instance segmentation on mobile devices is an impor-
tant yet very challenging edge AI problem. It mainly suffers
from (1) heavy computation and memory costs for frame-
by-frame pixel-level instance perception and (2) complicated
heuristics for tracking objects. To address these issues, we
present MobileInst, a lightweight and mobile-friendly frame-
work for video instance segmentation on mobile devices.
Firstly, MobileInst adopts a mobile vision transformer to ex-
tract multi-level semantic features and presents an efficient
query-based dual-transformer instance decoder for mask ker-
nels and a semantic-enhanced mask decoder to generate in-
stance segmentation per frame. Secondly, MobileInst ex-
ploits simple yet effective kernel reuse and kernel associa-
tion to track objects for video instance segmentation. Further,
we propose temporal query passing to enhance the tracking
ability for kernels. We conduct experiments on COCO and
YouTube-VIS datasets to demonstrate the superiority of Mo-
bileInst and evaluate the inference latency on one single CPU
core of the Snapdragon 778G Mobile Platform, without other
methods of acceleration. On the COCO dataset, MobileInst
achieves 31.2 mask AP and 433 ms on the mobile CPU,
which reduces the latency by 50% compared to the previous
SOTA. For video instance segmentation, MobileInst achieves
35.0 AP and 30.1 AP on YouTube-VIS 2019 & 2021.

Introduction
Deep visual understanding algorithms with powerful GPUs
have achieved great success, but their performance is reach-
ing a plateau. Edge AI, which enables massive low-resource
computing devices, is becoming increasingly popular. In this
paper, we study a very challenging edge AI task, namely
video instance segmentation (VIS) on mobile devices. The
goal of VIS (Yang, Fan, and Xu 2019) is to simultaneously
identify, segment, and track objects in the video sequence
and it attracts a wide range of applications, e.g., robotics,
autonomous vehicles, video editing, and augmented reality.
The advances in deep convolutional neural networks and vi-
sion transformers have made great progress in video instance
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Figure 1: Speed-and-Accuracy Trade-off. We evaluate all
models on COCO test-dev and inference speeds are
measured on one mobile CPU, i.e., Snapdragon 778G. The
proposed MobileInst outperforms other methods in both
speed and accuracy on mobile devices.

segmentation and achieved tremendous performance (Berta-
sius and Torresani 2020; Athar et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2021)
on GPUs. Nevertheless, many real-world applications tend
to require those VIS methods to run on resource-constrained
devices, e.g., mobile phones, and inference with low latency.
It’s challenging but urgent to develop and deploy efficient
approaches for VIS on mobile or embedded devices.

Albeit great progress has been witnessed in the VIS field,
there are several obstacles that prevent modern VIS frame-
works from being deployed on edge devices with limited
resources, such as mobile chipsets. Prevalent methods for
video instance segmentation can be categorized into two
groups: offline methods (clip-level) and online methods
(frame-level). Offline methods (Wang et al. 2021b; Hwang
et al. 2021; Yang et al. 2022; Wu et al. 2022a; Heo et al.
2022; Lin et al. 2021) divide the video into clips, gener-
ate the instance predictions for each clip, and then asso-
ciate the instances by instance matching across clips. How-
ever, inference with clips (multiple frames) is infeasible in
mobile devices in terms of computation and memory cost.
Whereas, online methods (Yang, Fan, and Xu 2019; Yang
et al. 2021; Cao et al. 2020; Fu et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2022b)
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forward and predict with frame-level input but require com-
plicated heuristic procedures to associate instances across
frames, e.g., NMS, which are inefficient in mobile devices.
In addition, recent methods for video instance segmentation
tend to employ heavy architectures, especially for the meth-
ods based on transformers, which incur a large computation
burden and memory costs. Directly scaling down the model
size for lower inference latency will inevitably cause severe
performance degradation, which limits the practical applica-
tion of recent methods. Designing and deploying video in-
stance segmentation techniques for resource-constrained de-
vices have not been well explored yet, which are not trivial
but crucial for real-world applications.

In this paper, we introduce MobileInst to achieve perfor-
mant video instance segmentation on mobile devices for the
first time. MobileInst is efficient and mobile-friendly from
two key aspects (1) lightweight architectures for segment-
ing objects per frame and (2) simple yet effective tempo-
ral modeling for tracking instances across frames. Specifi-
cally, MobileInst consists of a query-based dual transformer
instance decoder, which exploits object queries to segment
objects, updates object queries through global contexts and
local details, and then generates the mask kernels and classi-
fication scores. To efficiently aggregate multi-scale features
and global contexts for mask features, MobileInst employs
a semantic-enhanced mask decoder. The object queries are
forced to represent objects in a one-to-one manner and we
discover that mask kernels (generated by object queries)
tend to be temporally consistent in consecutive frames, i.e.,
the same kernel (query) corresponds to the same objects in
nearby frames, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, we exploit
simple yet effective kernel reuse and kernel association to
track objects by reusing kernels in a T -frame clips and asso-
ciate objects across clips by kernel cosine similarity. Further,
we present temporal query passing to enhance the track-
ing ability for object queries during training with video se-
quences. MobileInst can one-the-fly segment and track ob-
jects in videos on mobile devices.

The main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We present a cutting-edge and mobile-friendly frame-
work named MobileInst for video instance segmentation
on mobile devices, which is the first work targeting VIS
on mobile devices to the best of our knowledge.

• We propose a dual transformer instance decoder and
semantic-enhanced mask decoder in MobileInst for ef-
ficiently segmenting objects in frames.

• We present kernel reuse and kernel association for track-
ing objects across frames which are simple and efficient
along with the temporal training strategy.

• We benchmark the mobile VIS problem by implement-
ing a wide range of lightweight VIS methods for compar-
isons. The proposed MobileInst can achieve state-of-the-
art mobile VIS performance, i.e., 35.0 AP with 188 ms on
YouTube-VIS-2019 (Yang, Fan, and Xu 2019) and 31.2
AP with 433 ms on COCO (Lin et al. 2014) test-dev,
when deployed on the CPU of Snapdragon 778G, with-
out using mixed precision, low-bit quantization, or the
inside hardware accelerator for neural network inference.

Related Work
Instance Segmentation

Most methods address instance segmentation by extending
object detectors with mask branches, e.g., Mask R-CNN (He
et al. 2017) adds an RoI-based fully convolutional network
upon Faster R-CNN (Ren et al. 2017) to predict object
masks. (Tian, Shen, and Chen 2020; Bolya et al. 2019; Xie
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020) present single-stage meth-
ods for instance segmentation. Several methods (Wang et al.
2020a,b; Cheng et al. 2022b) present detector-free instance
segmentation for simplicity and efficiency. Recently, query-
based detectors (Carion et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2021; Fang
et al. 2021b; Cheng, Schwing, and Kirillov 2021; Fang et al.
2021a) reformulate object detection with set prediction and
show promising results on instance segmentation. Consider-
ing the inference speed, YOLACT (Bolya et al. 2019) and
SparseInst (Cheng et al. 2022b) propose real-time methods
and achieve a good trade-off between speed and accuracy.
However, existing methods are still hard to deploy to mobile
devices for practical applications due to the large computa-
tion burden and complex post-processing procedures.

Video Instance Segmentation

Offline Methods. Several methods (Wang et al. 2021b;
Hwang et al. 2021; Yang et al. 2022; Wu et al. 2022a; Heo
et al. 2022) take a video clip as the input once, achiev-
ing good performance due to the rich temporal information.
VisTR (Wang et al. 2021b) proposes the first transformer-
based offline VIS framework. Several works effectively al-
leviate the computation burden brought by self-attention by
building Inter-frame Communication Transformers (Hwang
et al. 2021), using messengers to exchange temporal infor-
mation in the backbone (Yang et al. 2022), and focusing on
temporal interaction of instance between frames (Wu et al.
2022a; Heo et al. 2022). However, clip-level input is difficult
to apply to resource-constrained mobile devices.

Online Methods. Previous methods (Yang, Fan, and Xu
2019; Yang et al. 2021; Han et al. 2022) address online
VIS by extending CNN-based image segmentation mod-
els to handle temporal coherence with extra embeddings to
identify instances and associate instances with heuristic al-
gorithms. However, those methods require extra complex
post-processing steps, e.g., NMS, which hinders end-to-end
inference on mobile devices. Recently, transformer-based
models address VIS by using simple tracking heuristics with
object queries which have capabilities of distinguishing in-
stances (Huang, Yu, and Anandkumar 2022). IDOL (Wu
et al. 2022b) obtains performance comparable to offline VIS
by contrastive learning of the instance embedding across
frames. InsPro (He et al. 2023a) and InstanceFormer (Koner
et al. 2023) respectively use proposals and reference points
to establish correspondences between instances for online
temporal propagation. Unfortunately, existing works rely on
large-scale models like Mask2Former (Cheng et al. 2022a)
and Deformable DETR (Zhu et al. 2021) beyond the capa-
bilities of many mobile devices.
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Figure 2: Reusing kernels for tracking. We train MobileInst for single-frame instance segmentation on YouTube-VIS 2019, and
then apply MobileInst to infer the per-frame segmentation and track objects via reusing mask kernels. The upper row: We adopt
the predicted mask kernel in T = 1 frame to obtain the segmentation results in the video sequence. In a short time, the reused
mask kernels provide accurate segmentation and tracking results. The bottom row: We divide the videos into K-frame clips and
reuse the mask kernels of every first frame. In addition, we adopt simple yet effective cosine similarity to associate the kernels
in consecutive clips (K is set to 3). Reusing kernels with association performs well and is efficient.

Mobile Vision Transformers
Vision transformers (ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021) have
demonstrated immense power in various vision tasks. Sub-
sequent works (Liu et al. 2021b; Wang et al. 2021a; Fang
et al. 2022) adopt hierarchical architectures and incorporate
spatial inductive biases or locality into vision transformers
for better feature representation. Vision transformers tend
to be resource-consuming compared to convolutional net-
works due to the multi-head attention (Vaswani et al. 2017).
To facilitate the mobile applications, MobileViT (Mehta
and Rastegari 2022), Mobile-Former (Chen et al. 2021)
and TopFormer (Zhang et al. 2022) design mobile-friendly
transformers by incorporating efficient transformer blocks
into MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al. 2018). Recently, Wan et
al.propose SeaFormer (Wan et al. 2023) with efficient axial
attention. In this paper, MobileInst aims for video instance
segmentation on mobile devices, which is more challenging
than designing mobile backbones.

MobileInst
Overall Architecture
We present MobileInst, a video instance segmentation
framework tailor-made for mobile devices. Fig. 3 gives an
illustration of our framework. Given input images, Mobile-
Inst firstly utilizes a mobile transformer backbone to extract
multi-level pyramid features. Following (Zhang et al. 2022;
Wan et al. 2023), our backbone network consists of a series
of convolutional blocks and transformer blocks. It takes im-
ages as inputs and generates both local features (i.e.., X3,
X4, and X5 in Fig. 3) and global features (i.e., X6).

Considering the global features X6 contain abundant
high-level semantic information, we present (1) dual trans-
former instance decoder which adopts a query-based trans-
former decoder based on the global image features and lo-
cal image features and generates the instance predictions,
i.e., instance kernels and classification scores; (2) semantic-
enhanced mask decoder which employs the multi-scale fea-
tures from the backbone and a semantic enhancer to enrich
the multi-scale features with semantic information.

Dual Transformer Instance Decoder
Queries are good trackers. Detection transformers with
a sparse set of object queries (Carion et al. 2020) can get rid
of heuristic post-processing for duplicate removal. Previous
methods (Yang, Fan, and Xu 2019; Yang et al. 2021) extend
dense detectors (Ren et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2017b; Tian et al.
2022) for VIS by designing heuristic matching to associate
instances across frames, which is inefficient and hard to opti-
mize in mobile devices. Whereas, as shown in Fig. 2, object
queries are good trackers and can be used to associate ob-
jects in videos based on three reasons: (1) object queries are
trained to segment the foreground of corresponding visual
instance, thus naturally comprising contextualized instance
features; (2) object queries are forced to match objects in a
one-to-one manner and duplicate queries are suppressed; (3)
the object query tends to be temporally consistent and rep-
resents the same instance in consecutive frames, which can
be attributed to the temporal smoothness in adjacent frames.
Therefore, using object queries as trackers can omit complex
heuristics post-process for associating objects and is more
efficient on mobile devices.

However, directly attaching transformer decoders like
(Carion et al. 2020) on the mobile backbone leads to un-
affordable computation budgets for mobile devices, and
simply reducing decoder layers or parameters leads to un-
satisfactory performance. Striking the balance and design-
ing mobile-friendly architectures is non-trivial and critical
for real-world applications. For efficiency, we present dual
transformer instance encoder, which simplifies the prevalent
6-stage decoders in (Carion et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2021) into
2-stage dual decoders, i.e., the global instance decoder and
the local instance decoder, which takes the global features
XG and local features XL as key and value for updating ob-
ject queries. We follow (Cheng et al. 2022a) and adopt the
sine position embedding for both global and local features.
The object queries Q are learnable and random initialized.

Global and Local Instance Decoder. Adding transformer
encoders (Carion et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2021) for the global
contexts will incur a significant computation burden. In-
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Figure 3: Overall architecture of MobileInst. MobileInst contains a mobile transformer as the backbone, a dual transformer
instance decoder with learnable object queries to obtain object classes and kernels (Sec. ), and a semantic-enhanced mask
decoder to obtain single-level features of high-semantics (Sec. ) by the semantic enhancers with global features XG (X6 from
the mobile transformer). The generated kernels from instance queries and mask features Xmask can directly output the instance
masks through the dot product. ‘C’ in the square denotes 3× 3 convolution.

stead, we adopt high-level features (X6 in Fig. 3) X6 as
global features XG for query update, which contains high-
level semantics and coarse localization. Inspired by recent
works (Cheng, Schwing, and Kirillov 2021), we adopt the
fine-grained local features, i.e., the mask features Xmask,
to compensate for spatial details for generating mask ker-
nels. For efficiency, we downsample the mask features to
1
64× through max pooling, i.e., XL = fpool(Xmask), which
can preserve more details. The dual transformer instance de-
coder acquires contextual features from the global features
XG and refines queries with fine-grained local features XL.

Semantic-enhanced Mask Decoder
Multi-scale features are important for instance segmentation
due to the severe scale variation in natural scenes. In ad-
dition, generating masks requires high-resolution features
for accurate localization and segmentation quality. To this
end, prevalent methods (Cheng, Schwing, and Kirillov 2021;
Cheng et al. 2022a) stack multi-scale transformers (Cheng
et al. 2022a) as pixel decoders to enhance the multi-scale
representation and generate high-resolution mask features.
Stacking transformers for high-resolution features leads to
large computation and memory costs. Instead of using trans-
formers, (Cheng et al. 2022b) presents a FPN-PPM en-
coder with 4 consecutive 3 × 3 convolutions as mask de-
coder, which also leads to a huge burden, i.e., 7.6 GFLOPs.
For mobile devices, we thus present an efficient semantic-
enhanced mask decoder, as shown in Fig. 3. The mask de-
coder adopts the multi-scale features {X3, X4, X5} and out-
puts single-level high-resolution mask features ( 18×). Moti-
vated by FPN (Lin et al. 2017a), we use iterative top-down
and bottom-up multi-scale fusion. Furthermore, we present

the semantic enhancers to strengthen the contextual infor-
mation for the mask features with the global features X6,
as shown in the green blocks of Fig. 3. Then the mask
features Xmask and the generated kernels K are fused by
M = K ·Xmask to obtain the output segmentation masks.

Tracking with Kernel Reuse and Association
As discussed in Sec. , mask kernels (generated by ob-
ject queries) are temporally consistent due to the temporal
smoothness in adjacent frames. Hence, mask kernels can be
directly adopted to segment and track the same instance in
the nearby frames, e.g., 11 frames as shown in Fig. 2. We
thus present the efficient kernel reuse to adopt the mask ker-
nels from the keyframe to generate the segmentation masks
for the consecutive T − 1 frames as follows:

M t = Kt ·Xt
mask,

M t+i = Kt ·Xt+i
mask, i ∈ (0, ..., T − 1),

(1)

where {M i}T−1+t
i=t are the segmentation masks for the same

instance in the T-frame clip, and Kt is the reused mask ker-
nel. Compared to clip-based methods, kernel reuse performs
on-the-fly segmentation and tracking given per-frame input.

However, kernel reuse tends to fail in long-time sequences
or frames with drastic changes. To remedy these issues, we
follow (Huang, Yu, and Anandkumar 2022) and present a
simple yet effective kernel association, which uses cosine
similarity between the consecutive keyframes. Under one-
to-one correspondence, duplicate queries (kernels) tend to
be suppressed, which enables simple similarity metrics to as-
sociate kernels of consecutive keyframes. Compared to pre-
vious methods (Yang, Fan, and Xu 2019; Yang et al. 2021)
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based on sophisticated metrics and post-processing meth-
ods, the proposed kernel association is much simple and
easy to deploy on mobile devices.

MobileInst can be straightforwardly extended to video in-
stance segmentation by incorporating the presented kernel
reuse and association. And experimental results indicate that
MobileInst using T = 3 can achieve competitive perfor-
mance, as discussed in Tab. 4. For simpler videos or scenes,
the reuse interval T can be further extended for more effi-
cient segmentation and tracking.

Temporal Training via Query Passing
How to fully leverage temporal contextualized information
in video for better temporal segmentation is a long-standing
research problem in VIS. Whereas, adding additional tem-
poral modules introduces extra parameters and inevitably
modifies the current architecture of MobileInst. To leverage
temporal information in videos, we present a new tempo-
ral training strategy via query passing to enhance the fea-
ture representation for temporal inputs, which is inspired
by (Yang et al. 2021). Specifically, we randomly sample two
frames, e.g., frame t and frame t+ δ, from a video sequence
during training, as shown in Fig. 4. We adopt the object
queries Qt

G generated from the global instance decoder as
passing queries. For frame t+δ, we can obtain the mask fea-
tures Xt+δ

mask and local features Xt+δ
L by normal forwarding.

During temporal training, the passing queries Qt
G, as Q̃t+δ

G ,
are input to the local instance decoder with local features
Xt+δ

L to obtain the kernels and generate masks M̃ t+δ . The
generated M̃ t+δ shares the same mask targets with M t+δ ,
and is supervised by the mask losses mentioned in Sec. .

Loss Function
MobileInst outputs N predictions and uses bipartite match-
ing for label assignment (Carion et al. 2020). As the query
passing does not require extra module and loss, we follow
previous work (Cheng et al. 2022b) and use the same loss
function for training MobileInst, which is defined as follows:

L = λc · Lcls + λmask · Lmask + λobj · Lobj , (2)

where Lcls indicates the focal loss for classification, Lmask

is the combination of dice loss and pixel-wise binary cross
entropy loss for mask prediction, and Lobj indicates the bi-
nary cross-entropy loss for IoU-aware objectness. λc, λmask

and λobj are set to 2.0, 2.0 and 1.0 respectively.

Experiments
In this section, we mainly evaluate MobileInst on the chal-
lenging COCO (Lin et al. 2014) and Youtube-VIS (Yang,
Fan, and Xu 2019) datasets to demonstrate the effects of
MobileInst in terms of speed and accuracy. In addition, we
conduct extensive ablation studies to reveal the effects of the
components in MobileInst. We refer the reader to the arXiv
version for additional experiments and visualizations.

Datasets
COCO. COCO dataset is a touchstone for instance seg-
mentation methods, which has 118k, 5k, and 20k images

Global Instance Decoder

Local Instance Decoder

Frame ! Frame ! + #

Global Instance Decoder

Local Instance Decoder

pass object queries

$!"#$$!"

Figure 4: Temporal Training via Query Passing. We sample
two frames with an interval δ, e.g., the frame t and the frame
t+ δ. During temporal training, we adopt the object queries
Qt

G of frame t from the global instance decoder as the object
queries Q̃t+δ

G and pass it to the local instance decoder with
local features Xt+δ

L to generate M̃ t+δ .

for training, validation, and testing respectively. MobileInst
is trained on train2017 and evaluated on val2017 or
test-dev2017.

YouTube-VIS. YouTube-VIS 2019 is a large-scale dataset
for VIS, which has 2,883 videos and 4,883 instances cov-
ering 40 categories. YouTube-VIS 2021 expands it to 1.5×
videos and 2× instances with improved 40 categories. We
evaluate our methods on the validation set of both datasets1.

Implementation Details
Instance Segmentation. We use the AdamW optimizer
with an initial learning rate 1 × 10−4 and set the backbone
multiplier to 0.5. Following the training schedule and data
augmentation as (Cheng et al. 2022b), all models are trained
for 270k iterations with a batch size of 64 and decay the
learning rate by 10 at 210k and 250k. We apply random flip
and scale jitter to augment the training images. More pre-
cisely, the shorter edge varies from 416 to 640 pixels, while
the longer edge remains under 864 pixels.

Video Instance Segmentation. The models are initialized
with weights from the instance segmentation model pre-
trained on the COCO train2017. We set the learning rate
to 5× 10−5 and train for 12 epochs with a 10× decay at the
8-th and 11-th epochs. We only employ basic data augmen-
tation, such as resizing the shorter side of the image to 360,
without using any additional data or tricks.

1ALL Datasets were solely downloaded and evaluated by the
University.
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method backbone size latency(ms) AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL

Mask R-CNN (He et al. 2017) R-50 800 - 37.5 59.3 40.2 21.1 39.6 48.3
CondInst (Tian, Shen, and Chen 2020) R-50 800 4451 37.8 59.1 40.5 21.0 40.3 48.7
SOLOv2-Lite (Wang et al. 2020c) R-50 448 1234 34.0 54.0 36.1 10.3 36.3 54.4
YOLACT (Bolya et al. 2019) R-50 550 1039 28.2 46.6 29.2 9.2 29.3 44.8
SparseInst (Cheng et al. 2022b) R-50 608 1752 34.7 55.3 36.6 14.3 36.2 50.7
YOLACT (Bolya et al. 2019) MobileNetV2 550 463 22.2 37.7 22.5 6.0 21.3 35.5
SOLOv2 (Wang et al. 2020c) MobileNetV2 640 1443 30.5 49.3 32.1 4.2 49.6 67.9
YOLACT (Bolya et al. 2019) TopFormer 550 497 20.8 37.6 20.2 6.0 20.1 33.5
CondInst (Tian, Shen, and Chen 2020) TopFormer 640 1418 27.0 44.8 28.0 11.4 27.7 39.0
SparseInst (Cheng et al. 2022b) TopFormer 608 769 30.0 49.2 30.9 11.0 29.5 46.2
Mask2Former† (Cheng et al. 2022a) TopFormer 640 930 32.0 51.9 33.4 6.9 49.3 68.7
FastInst (He et al. 2023b) TopFormer 640 965 31.0 50.8 32.0 9.7 31.1 51.7
MobileInst MobileNetV2 640 410 30.0 49.7 30.8 10.3 30.2 46.0
MobileInst TopFormer 512 346 29.9 49.4 30.6 9.0 29.2 48.5
MobileInst TopFormer 640 433 31.2 51.4 32.1 10.4 31.3 49.1
MobileInst SeaFormer 640 438 31.6 51.8 32.6 10.0 31.5 50.8

Table 1: Instance Segmentation on COCO test-dev. Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods for mask AP and inference
latency on COCO test-dev. The method denoted with † was implemented by us.

method backbone GPU
(ms)

Mobile
(ms)

YouTube-VIS 2019 YouTube-VIS 2021
AP AP50 AP75 AR1 AP AP50 AP75 AR1

MT R-CNN (Yang, Fan, and Xu 2019) R-50 30.1 - 30.3 51.1 32.6 34 28.6 48.9 29.6 26.5
SipMask (Cao et al. 2020) R-50 29.3 - 33.7 54.1 35.8 35.4 31.7 52.5 34.0 30.8
SGMask (Liu et al. 2021a) R-50 31.9 - 34.8 56.1 36.8 35.8 - - - -
STMask (Li et al. 2021) R-50 28.2 - 33.5 52.1 36.9 31.1 30.6 49.4 32.0 26.4
CrossVIS (Yang et al. 2021) R-50 25.0 981 34.8 54.6 37.9 34.0 33.3 53.8 37.0 30.1
CrossVIS TopFormer 24.9 614 32.7 54.3 35.4 34 28.9 50.9 29.0 27.8
SparseInst-VIS† TopFormer 25.4 389 33.3 55.1 34.1 35.3 29.0 50.5 29.2 29.3
MobileInst TopFormer 22.3 188 35.0 55.2 37.3 38.5 30.1 50.6 30.7 30.1

Table 2: Video Instance Segmentation on Youtube-VIS 2019 and Youtube-VIS 2021. ‘GPU’ denotes NVIDIA 2080 Ti and
‘Mobile’ denotes Snapdragon 778G. The method denoted with † was implemented by us.

Inference. The inference of MobileInst is simple. Mobile-
Inst can directly output the instance segmentation results
for single-frame images without non-maximum suppression
(NMS). The inference speeds of all models are measured us-
ing TNN framework2 on the CPU core of Snapdragon 778G
without other methods of acceleration.

Experiments on Instance Segmentation
Firstly, we evaluate the proposed MobileInst on COCO
test-dev dataset for mobile instance segmentation. As
the first instance segmentation model designed specifically
for mobile devices, we benchmark our approach against
real-time instance segmentation methods. Tab. 1 shows the
comparisons between MobileInst and previous approaches.

Among all the methods which use ResNet (He et al. 2016)
backbone, Mask R-CNN and CondInst naturally achieve AP
above 37. However, the deployment challenges of Mask R-
CNN as a two-stage model and CondInst make them less
desirable for mobile applications. We observe that Mobile-
Inst achieves higher accuracy than the popular real-time ap-
proach YOLACT based on R-50, with an increase of 3.4 AP
and 600 ms faster speed. Notably, MobileInst obtains faster
inference speed and higher accuracy compared to those

2TNN: a uniform deep learning inference framework

methods (Bolya et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020b; Tian, Shen,
and Chen 2020; Cheng et al. 2022b,a) with lightweight back-
bones (Sandler et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2022). Tab. 1 shows
a remarkable speed improvement of up to 50% compared to
the previous state-of-the-art method SparseInst. Compared
to the well-established Mask2Former, MobileInst has a sim-
ilar AP with 100% speed improvement. Fig. 1 illustrates the
trade-off curve between speed and accuracy, which further
clearly shows the great performance of MobileInst.

Experiments on Video Instance Segmentation
In Tab. 2, we evaluate MobileInst YouTube-VIS 2019 and
YouTube-VIS 2021 for video instance segmentation. In
terms of latency and accuracy, we mainly compared Mobile-
Inst with online methods. As shown In Tab. 2, MobileInst
can obtain better accuracy and speed than (Yang et al. 2021;
Cheng et al. 2022b) under the same setting. Considering that
TopFormer aims for mobile devices and it’s less efficient on
GPU. However, it is still evident that MobileInst has supe-
rior inference speed on mobile devices.

Ablation Study
Ablation on Instance Decoder. In Tab. 3, We evaluate the
performance and speed of different configurations of the in-
stance decoder. Tab. 3 shows that using a single global in-
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global local AP AP50 AP75 latency FLOPs
✓ 28.7 46.9 29.5 413ms 24.17G

✓ 29.3 48.9 30.2 412ms 24.15G
×2 28.5 46.3 29.5 427ms 24.24G

×2 29.8 49.3 30.4 426ms 24.22G
✓ ✓ 29.8 49.4 30.4 427ms 24.24G

Table 3: Ablation on the Instance Decoder (COCO
val2017). Both the global decoder and local decoder con-
tribute to improvement. ×2 indicates stacking two decoders.
Despite the similar performance, global-local is better than
local-local for VIS tasks (refer to Tab. 4).

decoder w/o tem. training w/ tem. training
T=1 T=3 T=6 T=1 T=3 T=6

global-local 28.8 29.3 28.0 30.1 30.5 29.2
local-local 28.1 28.5 27.8 28.9 29.5 28.6
latency (ms) 184 174 171 184 174 171

Table 4: Ablation on the Query Reuse & Temporal Train-
ing (YouTube-VIS 2021). ‘T’ refers to the length of the clip
within which we reuse mask kernels of the keyframe. Single-
frame clips (T = 1) only associate kernels without reuse.

stance decoder or a single local instance decoder leads to
a performance drop, which demonstrates the effectiveness
of the instance decoder with global features for semantic
contexts and local features for spatial details. Stacking two
local instance decoders obtains a similar performance with
the proposed instance decoder, i.e., 29.8 mask AP. However,
Tab. 4 indicates that the proposed instance decoder with ag-
gregating global contexts is superior to stacking two local
decoders in terms of segmenting and tracking in videos.

In Tab. 5, we mainly focus on the local instance decoder
and compare different methods of extracting local features
from mask features: no pooling, max pooling with the ker-
nel size of 4 or 8, and average pooling with a kernel size of 8.
Although no pooling provides a gain of 0.9 in AP, it also in-
curs a 50% increase in latency, making it not cost-effective.
Additionally, it is worth noting that using max pooling leads
to a 0.4 AP gain compared to using average pooling. We be-
lieve max pooling naturally provides more desirable local in-
formation by filtering out unimportant information, forming
a better complementary relationship with the global features
used in the global instance decoder.

Kernel Reuse & Temporal Training. We conduct a com-
parative study of two decoder designs (refer to Tab. 3), i.e.,
(1) global-local: the combination of a global and a local in-
stance decoder and (2) local-local: two local instance de-
coders, as shown in Tab. 4. For kernel Reuse, T refers to the
length of the clip within which we reuse the mask kernels
of the keyframe. Regardless of the model architecture, the
reuse mechanism in short-term sequences improves infer-
ence speed without performance loss. Compared to the train-
ing with only frame-level information, the proposed tempo-
ral training brings 1.3 and 0.8 AP improvement for the two
designs, respectively. In terms of the global-local and local-
local decoders, Tab. 4 shows that global-local achieves bet-

size pool AP AP50 AP75 latency FLOPs
ori. - 30.7 51.1 31.3 613ms 25.85G
4×4 max 30.0 50.2 30.8 434ms 24.32G
8×8 max 29.8 49.4 30.4 427ms 24.24G
8×8 avg 29.4 48.4 30.3 427ms 24.24G

Table 5: Ablation on the Local Instance Decoder (COCO
val2017). The pooling is used to extract local features
from the mask features for the local instance decoder. De-
creasing the pool size can further improve the accuracy but
lower the speed. Notably, max pooling brings 0.4 AP gain.

mask decoder AP AP50 AP75 latency FLOPs
SparseInst, 4×conv 30.4 49.6 31.2 524ms 34.69G
SparseInst, 2×conv 29.7 49.2 30.4 445ms 24.11G
SparseInst, 1×conv 29.1 48.8 29.7 405ms 18.82G
FPN, 1×conv 28.7 48.1 29.2 400ms 18.48G
ours 29.8 49.4 30.4 427ms 24.24G
ours w/ SE 30.1 49.9 30.9 433ms 24.37G

Table 6: Ablation on the Semantic-enriched Mask Decoder
(COCO val2017). ‘SparseInst’ denotes the FPN-PPM
used in (Cheng et al. 2022b).

ter performance on video instance segmentation. Compared
to the local-local decoder, the queries (kernels) from the
global-local decoder aggregate more global contextual fea-
tures and benefits more from temporal smoothness in videos,
as discussed in Sec. , which is more suitable for videos.
Tab. 4 well demonstrates the proposed dual transformer in-
stance decoder for video instance segmentation.

Ablation on the Mask Decoder. Mask features play a cru-
cial role in segmentation quality. Here, we investigate dif-
ferent designs of mask decoders in Tab 6. Compared to FPN
with 1× conv, our method achieves 1.1 AP improvement by
iteratively utilizing multi-scale information, with a latency
overhead of only 6ms. Although stacking convolutions still
improves the performance, as seen from the results of Spar-
seInst with 4 stacked 3 × 3 convs, it leads to a significant
burden for mobile devices. The proposed semantic-enhancer
(SE) brings a 0.3 AP gain and bridges the gap with less cost.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose MobileInst, an elaborate-designed
video instance segmentation framework for mobile de-
vices. To reduce computation overhead, we propose an ef-
ficient query-based dual-transformer instance decoder and
a semantic-enhanced mask decoder, with which Mobile-
Inst achieves competitive performance and maintains a sat-
isfactory inference speed simultaneously. We also propose
an efficient method to extend our MobileInst to video in-
stance segmentation tasks without introducing extra param-
eters. Experimental results on both COCO and Youtube-VIS
datasets demonstrate the superiority of MobileInst in terms
of both accuracy and inference speed. We hope our work
can facilitate further research on instance-level visual recog-
nition on resource-constrained devices.
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